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Notes/Summary:  

[missed beginning, came in at 10:20] 

US - we’d been thinking about some language for the representation of local communities, 
wondering how we should submit it 

US - suggests an alternative for d) “further decides that the conference of the Parties, at a future 
session, in taking into account developments related to the representation of the local 
communities will consider adding at least additional representatives to represent local 
communities, as well as process for appointment of such representatives an equal number of 
party representatives” 

General comment from ? (can’t hear) - we look forward to working with anyone, supports the 
idea of representing local communities and it seems we would be able to support it 

Others show support, one country mentioned that they were not sure why the number was 3 reps, 
maybe could be more? 

One country (couldn’t hear who it was) flagged that the “future session” in the text needs to be 
decided and specified  



[can’t hear well in the back of this room for the country names when the co-facilitators call on 
them!] 

Canada - our preference is to ensure there is a balance between Parties and indigenous peoples, 7 
parties with 7 indigenous peoples; hope to start to address concerns or questions Parties have, to 
whether the preambular paragraphs  

EU asked for some brackets to be taken out 

Norway - wants to add add voice to the developments... [can’t hear], “we support the general 
principle” 

EU - wants to delete d alt, not needed 

No objections 

Co-facilitator deletes d alt 

Moving on, looking at 3e, EU makes some more statements about it (can’t hear) 

Some back and forth about allowing for alternatives for representatives 

EU - thinks 14 is already a big group, adding more makes the group too big, doubts about 
whether we need alternates 

Costa Rica - retaining the alternates would be very helpful in the case where one of the 
representatives cannot participate, they won’t be there in addition to the regular representatives 

Follow-up: 

Informal informal moved to Rm. 13 to continue until 12:00… didn’t know, didn’t attend 
Another informal informal was held 16:00-19:30, produced Draft Text Version of 4 December at 
19:30, also didn’t attend 

Take Away: 

Parties are working on the LCIPP Draft Text; in this session, Parties discussing need for 
alternates for representatives in the Facilitative Working Group 


